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February 2013

“Back to the Stone Age? New 
Yahoo CEO Marissa Mayer 
Bans Working From Home”
www.forbes.com/sites/jennagoudreau/2013/02/25/back-to-the-stone-
age-new-yahoo-ceo-marissa-mayer-bans-working-from-
home/?sh=4b95a48f1667
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“Best Buy Ends Work-From-
Home Program”
money.cnn.com/2013/03/05/technology/best-buy-
work-from-home/

March 2013
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October 2014

“Bank of America Tells More 
Workers to Come into the Office”
www.charlotteobserver.com/news/business/banking/article
9200630.html
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“Honeywell Ends 
Telecommuting Option”
www.startribune.com/honeywell-ends-telecommuting-
option/397929641/

October 2016
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May 2017

“IBM, a Pioneer of Remote 
Work, Calls Workers Back 
to the Office”
www.wsj.com/articles/ibm-a-pioneer-of-remote-
work-calls-workers-back-to-the-office-1495108802
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Why?
The Three “C’s”

• Collaboration

• Communication

• Culture
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Governor Holcomb 
issues First “Stay-at-
Home” Executive Order, 
20-08

March 23, 2020
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PwC’s Remote Work Survey - January 12, 2021
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Nominated for Financial Times Business Book of the Year
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“The hallmark of remote work success is the 
ability to self-direct and capitalize on the gift of 
managing your own work processes. In fact, a 
through line across decades of studies into 
remote work identifies autonomy as pivotal to job 
satisfaction and performance. By autonomy, I 
mean the ability to self-govern.… The remote 
workers reported significantly more autonomy, 
more cross-discipline collaborative projects, and 
more career advancement prospects, and 
significantly less time spent on what’s called 
“strain-based” work-family conflict than their 
peers who worked at the office.”
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Remote Work—Here to Stay?
91% of employees working 
some hours remotely are 
hoping ability to work at 
home remains after the 

pandemic

54% of employees working 
remotely would split time 
between home and office; 

37% would work from home 
exclusively; 9% want to 

return to the office

No commute, flexibility to 
balance work and personal 
obligations, and improved 
wellbeing are the top-cited 

reasons for preferring remote 
work.

3 in 10 employees working 
remotely say they are 

extremely likely to seek 
another job if their company 

eliminates remote work.

66% of workers don't think 
remote work will improve 

their office culture, but don't 
think it will hurt it either. 

76% of remote workers 
believe their company will 

allow people to work 
remotely going forward, at 

least partially.
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• “As harrowing as the transition to remote work was during the coronavirus epidemic, it was modest 
compared to what’s ahead.” ~Adam Ozimek (labor economist)

• “Remote work will become a general-purpose technology, like electricity or the internet.” 

• “One of the most significant strategic changes that companies are going to have to make is to formalize 
knowledge … so that you don’t have a ton of oral tradition… to pass on key information. They will rely less 
on PowerPoint culture and more on written culture.”

• Asynchronous work will become the norm.

• “40% of employees say they would move 4 hours or more from where they work” whether it be a “hometown 
or a ski town.”
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The Roadmap
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Roadmap

Where do you go from here?

What are the employment law (and other) legal and 
business concerns associated with managing a remote 
workplace?

What are the tax issues associated with remote working?

20
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• Mental health concerns (burnout, isolation, etc.)

• Less innovation and less creativity with less in-person interaction

• Loss in developing work-related friendships with result of less company loyalty and 
less “glue”

• Less knowledge of other employees (who they are, what they do, what they can do)

• Less knowledge of the company (history, culture, mission, strengths, challenges, etc.)

• Loss of mentoring and training and disparate demographic impact

• Loss of not only valued employees but loss of sensitive data (trade secrets, client 
lists, etc.) with The Great Resignation

• Worker mobility and changing workforce, exacerbating all of the above

• Navigating remote work as a state economic development tool

Brief Glimpse at Potential Concerns

21
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• Remote work and remote work policies impact on:

• Accountability

• Efficiency

• Team building and trust building

• Community engagement

• Networking

• Talent attraction/retention 

Brief Glimpse at Potential Concerns
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Remote working legal issues are not new, just exacerbated by COVID-19.  
Before COVID-19 we had:

Traveling salesmen and saleswomen

Negotiations and other business meetings in other states

Executives and regional managers covering multiple facilities

Working while on vacation, home sick (or with sick children), or home on 

weekends and evenings, etc.

COVID-19 took this issue not only to a new level, but to a new stratosphere.

Lack of uniformity:  Laws vary from state to state, and from country to country.

The compliance burden can be enormous, if not feel unmanageable.

Tax issues - just one of many considerations

Overview of Tax Issues
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Congress has been unable or unwilling to act:

Multistate Tax Commission (MTC) - 2011 – The Model Mobile Workforce 
Statute

Council on State Taxation (COST) State Model Legislation

Several bills introduced in Congress over many years.  More recently, see, 
e.g., The Mobile Workforce State Income Tax Simplification Act of 2021 
(H.R. 429); The Remote and Mobile Worker Relief Act of 2021 (S. 1274); 
Multi-State Worker Tax Fairness Act of 2021 (S. 1887).  Generally:

Bright line 30-day rule (except for athletes, entertainers, national figures on the 
speaking circuit, etc.)

Ability to rely on employee’s representations (absent knowledge of fraud or 
collusion), unless employer maintains a tracking system

Eliminates convenience of the employer test (discussed later)

Overview of Tax Issues
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COVID-19: Prompted a massive remote working economy, out of necessity:  
most sizes and types of businesses

Initially a temporary stop gap Pandemic emergency remedy

Many workers found they liked it and believe they can do their jobs just as well from 
home

Substantial number of workers insist on some form work from home (WFH) going 
forward

The new reality or “new normal”:  This isn’t going away

Many issues; in many instances there may not be good, or at least clear, 
answers

Overview of Tax Issues
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Polling Question

The location of a worker isn’t a big deal for the company 
so long as the employee gets his/her work done.

• True

• False

26
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Wage withholding (and unemployment insurance):

Local income taxes (e.g., Ohio municipalities).  Not just a state issue.

Many states impose withholding on first day of work in the state.  Other states have a 
multi-day or wage dollar thresholds.

Differing state sourcing rules: 

reciprocity with some states, not others

Reverse credit states

Risk of double taxation/confusion/challenges - the “convenience of the employer” rule 
(Ark., Conn., Del., Mass., Neb., NY, and Penn.)  

On June 28, 2021, USSC declined review of New Hampshire’s Motion for Leave to File 
a Bill of Complaint in New Hampshire v. Mass.

Upheld in New York courts, pre-Pandemic

Ability to claim a credit may be uncertain

Ohio adopted a temporary “status quo” rule during the Pandemic.  Much litigation.  

ISSUE AWARENESS: A NON-EXHAUSTIVE LIST OF 

POTENTIAL TAX ISSUES
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Employer nexus/filings/tax impact, due to physical presence of remote workers

United States Constitutional threshold under the Due Process Clause and Commerce Clause:  

“Some definite link, some minimum connection between a state and the person, property, or transaction it seeks 
to tax”  See, e.g., Allied-Signal, Inc. v. Director, Div. of Taxation, 504 U.S. 768, 777 (1992); International Shoe Co. 
v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), among others.

A state may have a higher threshold.

Income tax –A single telecommuting employee may create nexus.  See, e.g., Telebright Corp., Inc. v. 
Director, New Jersey Div. of Taxation, 25 N.J. Tax 333 (Tax 2010), aff’d 424 N.J. Super. 384 (2012).  
Substantial nexus for Commerce Clause purposes?

P.L. 86-272 protection only applies to: sales of tangible personal property, net income taxes, and the “mere 
solicitation of sales” with out of state ordering.

Sales tax – physical presence is outside Wayfair threshold protections and Wayfair effective date.

Property tax – business personal property in state?

International considerations:  Permanent establishments (PE) and more stringent reporting 
requirements.

Amnesty and amnesty expirations among some states.

ISSUE AWARENESS: A NON-EXHAUSTIVE LIST OF 

POTENTIAL TAX ISSUES
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Employer shifting apportionment factors

Employer/employee effective tax rate shifts

Registrations: 

What to register for – scope.

Dealing with the “when did you first conduct business in our state” question.

Will it trigger nexus questionnaires? 

Will later terminations of filings trigger inquiries/audits?

Service companies: impact on analysis for “cost of performance” states

Future audits:  Anticipated checklist of questions generated by WFH.

ISSUE AWARENESS: A NON-EXHAUSTIVE LIST OF 

POTENTIAL TAX ISSUES
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ISSUE AWARENESS: A NON-EXHAUSTIVE LIST OF 

POTENTIAL TAX ISSUES

Compliance Burdens and Risks

Audit risk in states for under-withholding, and class action risk in states for over-
withholding

No “credit” for paying the wrong state.

Potential Statute of Limitations issues for remittance to the wrong state

No relief from penalties and interest for paying the wrong state

What type of record keeping will constitute adequate proof?

Stock options, bonuses, severance payments, deferred compensation, 
retirement income (Public Law 104-95 protection for pension income)

Where was income earned and where is it taxed; what is the taxing period for stock 
options?
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ISSUE AWARENESS: A NON-EXHAUSTIVE LIST OF 

POTENTIAL TAX ISSUES

Other tricky problems:

How do you count a “day”

IRS and state information sharing

Whistle blowers/disgruntled employees/misinformed employees

What to do if caught between two states (e.g., whipsawed) or two 
localities 
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ISSUE AWARENESS: A NON-EXHAUSTIVE LIST OF 

POTENTIAL TAX ISSUES

Employee burdens:

Multi-state filings; proper withholdings/disputes; risk of employer blame and 
relationship tension

Risks of double taxation – convenience of the employer rule (employer in one of those 
states; employee working in a “non-convenience” state)

Impact on residency

WFH is NOT the same issue as change of residency – potential for misunderstanding

Creation of statutory residency (and risk of double taxation) and recording keeping 
necessity

Impact on domicile claims

Worker classification and state withholding on independent contractors – when 
enforcement initiatives collide – extensive or questionable use of independent 
contractors may exacerbate the WFH issues.
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Polling Question

How do I track my employee’s working location?

A. Chip the employee like I do my dog

B. Track the employee’s laptop

C. Rely on the employee to tell you where he/she is working

D. Let sleeping dogs lie.  Stick your head in the sand.
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• A lawyer shall not knowingly:

• make a false statement of material fact or law to a third person; or 

• fail to disclose a material fact when disclosure is necessary to avoid assisting a 
criminal or fraudulent act by a client, unless disclosure is prohibited by Rule 1.6.

ABA Model Rule 4.1
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• In preparing or signing a return, a member may in good faith rely, without verification, on 
information furnished by the taxpayer or by third parties. However, a member should not 
ignore the implications of information furnished and should make reasonable inquiries if the 
information furnished appears to be incorrect, incomplete, or inconsistent either on its face or 
on the basis of other facts known to the member.

• If the tax law or regulations impose a condition with respect to deductibility or other tax 
treatment of an item, such as taxpayer maintenance of books and records or substantiating 
documentation to support the reported deduction or tax treatment, a member should make 
appropriate inquiries to determine to the member’s satisfaction whether such condition has 
been met.

AICPA SSTS No. 3. Certain Procedural 
Aspects of Preparing Returns
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• In general. A practitioner must exercise due diligence 

• In preparing or assisting in the preparation of, approving, and filing tax returns….

• Reliance on others. Except as modified by §§ 10.34   and 10.37, a practitioner will be 
presumed to have exercised due diligence for purposes of this section if the practitioner relies 
on the work product of another person and the practitioner used reasonable care in engaging, 
supervising, training, and evaluating the person, taking proper account of the nature of the 
relationship between the practitioner and the person. 

Circular 230 § 10.22 Diligence as to 
accuracy.
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• …The tax return preparer, however, may not ignore the implications of information furnished to 
the tax return preparer or actually known by the tax return preparer. The tax return preparer must 
make reasonable inquiries if the information furnished appears to be incorrect or 
incomplete. Additionally, some provisions of the Code or regulations require that specific facts and 
circumstances exist (for example, that the taxpayer maintain specific documents) before a 
deduction or credit may be claimed. The tax return preparer must make appropriate inquiries to 
determine the existence of facts and circumstances required by a Code section or regulation as a 
condition of the claiming of a deduction or credit.

Treas. Reg. § 1.6694-1(e) Verification of 
information furnished by taxpayer or other party
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State Statutes and Regulations??
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Tax Return Attestation: “To the best of the 
knowledge, information and belief,..”
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Employee Communication and Employee Relations – No good deed 
goes unpunished

Education:

Employees need to understand the consequences of their decisions and the 
risks to them: the good with the bad 

In this “new world” together: Legal compliance, not the company’s fault

Required information from employees and/or restrictions on work location:

Required and helpful support…or a smoking gun if not followed?

Reliability of information, and ability to rely upon it

Prohibitions/permission requirements to protect the company

ISSUE AWARENESS: A NON-EXHAUSTIVE LIST OF 

POTENTIAL TAX ISSUES
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Polling Question

This is another unappreciated tax issue no one 
else will care about.

A. True

B. False
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Work From Home Benefits

$ Productivity Flexibility

Employee 
Morale

Recruiting 
Talent

DEI
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Work From Home Challenges

$ Productivity Communication

Collaboration
Measuring 

Performance DEI
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• Allowing remote work as a reasonable accommodation under the ADA

• Fact-specific, interactive process

• Physical presence as an essential job function (pre- v. post-COVID) 

• Temporary telework during the pandemic is relevant, but not 
determinative

• Application of remote work policies

• E.g., more flexibility for female employees because of gender-based 
assumption about caretaking responsibilities

Discrimination Concerns
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ROFTI: Return on Face-Time Investment

- Julian Birkinshaw, Professor of 
Strategy and Entrepreneurship, 
London Business School
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• Additional discrimination concerns

• Remote work as deviation from “work-devotion schema”

• 2010 study of “face time” and “remote work” (UC Davis)

• “If I see you there all the time, okay, good. You’re a 
hardworking, dependable individual.”

• Mitigating “remote-work penalty” effects

Treatment of In-office v. Remote
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Managing a Remote Workforce
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“The Employer-Surveillance State” – The Atlantic,

www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2018/10/employee-surveillance/568159/ 48
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Wage & Hour Issues

• Paying for all hours worked

• Business expenses

• State laws
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• Workers’ compensation and at-home injuries

• OSHA

• General Duty Clause – application to at-home 
work

• Recording work-related injuries and illnesses

Additional Employment Concerns
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• Regulations on hiring (e.g., background checks)

• Immigration:  additional filing requirements?

• Noncompetition/non-solicitation limitations

• Other employment contract terms (arbitration clauses; choice 
of law provisions, etc.)

• Meal and rest breaks

• Physical/electronic poster requirements

• Local training requirements (e.g., sexual harassment in CA, 
CT, DE, IL, ME, and NY; plus cities and public employers)

• Employee Handbook – an asset or a liability? Vacation time? 
Paid sick leave?

The Expanded Workplace
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• Privacy laws: navigate federal and state laws if a 
form of electronic tracking is contemplated

• Health care options:  “in” or “outside” network 
providers

• Professional license requirements: unauthorized 
practice of law, medicine, etc.

• Unemployment compensation

The Expanded Workplace
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• Pay stubs: Some states require employers to provide pay stubs, and 
also regulate the form and content of the pay stubs.

• Payday requirements: The employer must conform the frequency of an 
employee’s payroll to the requirements of the employee’s state, 
regardless of the employer’s typical pay schedule.

• Paycheck delivery: The employer must deliver paychecks in the 
manner and timeframe required by the laws of the employee’s state.

• State disability insurance: The employer must withhold money for 
state disability insurance if the employee works in one of the five states 
that require such withholdings.

The Expanded Workplace
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• Collect information for self-audit (HR files; 
travel and entertainment expense records; 
payroll records; tax filings; etc.) 

• Additional focus on high wage earners –
more mobility; more dollars at risk 

• Take advantage of internal and external 
resources for information

• Make key personnel part of the solution and 
invested in compliance – identify cross-
department work team

• Identify states/countries of greatest concern 

• Identify key issues

• Identify key resources for 
resolving/mitigating key issues

THE WORK PLAN – IDENTIFY THE “BIG ROCKS”

Due Diligence:
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Establish and document practical strategies for 
addressing most significant and material issues: 

• Identify key organization objectives

• Address areas of clear legal compliance needs

• Consider establishing practical fenceposts

Update policies, Employee Handbook, job 
descriptions and other documents:

• Develop checklists and form documents, and 
establish recordkeeping system and controls

• Articulate easy to understand and follow policies, 
processes, prohibitions, requirements and 
expectations

• Communication, communication, communication

Monitor changes in the law and your facts: 

• Recognize this situation is fluid

• Develop tracking and periodic review process; 
adapt and pivot as needed

THE WORK PLAN – IDENTIFY THE “BIG ROCKS”
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• Eligibility: Determine what roles are eligible. Define the approval 
process for authorization. Outline the criteria for approval.

• Availability: Outline availability expectations while working remotely.

• Responsiveness: Define expectations for responding to clients, 
customers, and co-workers and specify what modes of communication 
should be used.

• Measuring productivity: Define how you will measure employee 
productivity and performance and how it’s different from in-office.

• Defining “Remote”: How remote is remote? Will the employee be 
required to come to the office at all? How often?

56
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• Equipment: Describe how remote workers will get the right tools and equipment to 
complete their work. State what equipment will be provided and expected for all 
employees.

• Tech support: Specify what tech support will be offered to remote workers. Outline 
what remote employees are expected to do when having technical difficulties, so 
there is a plan of action.

• Physical environment: You may want to approve an employee’s physical work 
environment to work remotely or at least outline expectations.

• Security: When information is taken from the office, security is not guaranteed. 
Address working in public spaces. Address security and proper disposal of paper. 
IT support for protection of information and use of public/private Wi-Fi.

57
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Develop a Remote Working Policy
Specific Location Legal Compliance Issues:

• Minimum wage/maximum hour/maximum 
workweek requirements

• Overtime requirements (different analysis for 
exemptions and different thresholds for pay)

• Payday frequency

• Predictive scheduling laws

• Implementation of accurate time keeping 
systems for non-exempt personnel

• Reimbursement for business expenses for 
home office use (including cell phones in CA)

• Application of different paid/unpaid leave rights

• Mandatory training required for harassment 
and other laws

• Providing employment law notices/postings for 
remote workforce

• Determine workers’ compensation coverage 
for remote workers and limitations

• Registration with state for unemployment 
insurance coverage

• Immigration status issues 

• Tax issues
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Ice Miller LLP distributes information to interested members of the legal 
and business community on a variety of legal developments.

These materials do not constitute specific legal advice and may not address 
aspects of a legal development relevant to the reader's circumstances.

This publication is intended for general information purposes 
only and does not constitute legal advice.

The reader should consult legal counsel to determine
how laws apply to specific situations.

THANK YOU!
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